Overview of Community Transitions, Inc.

Our mission is create, cultivate and transition our youth’s energy
into endless possibilities, by providing a positive and compassionate space
that allows our youth to maximize their full potential.

For more information contact:
Kenneth Starkes
Telephone: (443)875-2244
Email: Kenneth_Starkes@community-transitions.com
P.O. Box 6087
Annapolis, MD 21401
EIN 83-2070154
DUNS 104582244
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Overview
1.0. The Challenge – the problems that CT solves
Kory, Wendi, Michelle Lyn, Andrew, Quenton, Rob, Gerald, Rebecca, John, Larry, Donna,
Steve….“Anne Arundel County recorded 23 homicides, far more than the 14 reported to the
county in 2017” (Hutzell, 2019). Gun violence has killed mothers, fathers, sons, brothers and
brilliant skilled talent in Anne Arundel County during the past year. The mass shooting on June
28, 2018, in Annapolis stemmed from a gunman with a grudge, unable to cope, process and be
resilient in the face of fear of the public shaming, often disguised as anger. CT proposes to
expand the reach of its effective youth development programs in combination with athletics to
help decrease the recent surge of gun violence and increase the skilled labor pool in Anne
Arundel County, Maryland (AA County). Character skills development activities that use
cognitive based-theory (CBT), such as those for redirecting poor automatic decision-making,
build character traits such as resilience and are effective against violence and crime (Blattman &
Annan, 2016, p. 16; (Heller, Pollack, Ander & Ludwig, 2013, p. 5).
Community Transitions, Inc. (“CT”) is a charitable organization that infuses outstanding care
into its role of supporting the development of youth and communities in the Annapolis and
surrounding areas. CT’s infusion of care and strong relationship building contributes to the
empowerment of safe communities with strong economies. Our team has the capability to
partner with area non-profits and businesses throughout the Washington, D.C. metropolitan
area—businesses with a commitment to improving the quality of life for their citizens and
engaging the people.

1.1.

Who CT Serves

CT’s primary duty of service is to the youth in AA County and surrounding areas, ages 11
through 14, within the middle-school years. Youth between the ages of five (5) and 19 years
account for 18.4% of the AA County population as of 2017. Youth between the ages of 15 and
18, high school students, will be a focus for CT youth workforce development initiatives and
mentoring opportunities. CT’s market also includes the parents, grandparents and teachers of the
youth, local business employers and community leaders. Data analytics retrieved from social
media outlets such as Facebook and available data from the CT website indicate that adults
between the ages of 45 and 64 years of age are a primary audience which represents 27.3% of the
AA County population as of 2017 (U.S. Census Bureau, 2018). CT aims to increase programs
and outreach to more adults between the ages of 20 and 44 years of age which includes more
parents and represents 33.8% of the AA County population as of 2017. Each of the
aforementioned segments of the AA County population account for the top three largest
segments of the AA County population as of 2017. CT also aims to focus on the development of
comprehensive programs that serve whole families and households of the youth served.
According to the 2010 U.S. Census data, the AA County population consisted of a total of
537,656 people. This total includes 139,262 people for families and 199,378 people for
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households with projected 2021 increases up to 155,815 and 225,800, respectively, a combined
total population of 381,615 people potentially impacted by future CT programs.

2.0. Strategic Outlook--Mission, Vision and Objectives
CT stands for the core values of being caring, compassionate, inspiring, respectful, accountable
and future-minded in pursuing the mission, vision and objectives that determine our future goals.
See below CT Strategic Plan Diagram for additional information.

2.1.

Strategic Plan Diagram
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3.0. Products, Programs and Services
CT has developed solutions to help with overcoming today’s challenges of increased gun
violence and related resulting economic trends and proposes the implementation of a
comprehensive solution that touches all neighborhoods in CT’s family of communities. Our
solution easily integrates with a wide range of existing and complementary solutions. Existing
programs may be combined with the below activities to curb crime and gun violence.

3.1.

Activities

Character Development
• Group discussion every morning to guide/motivate for success with identified students
• Create strategies with counselors, social workers, teachers and other resources to keep
students in classroom and reduce referrals and or time in DMR.
• Check on students from class to class within the caseload
• Tutoring after school
Education
• Build a case load or group of students, participants (identity and track grades; grade point
average (GPA), grades per class, reading and math levels). Also, behavior events will be
tracked; referrals, time in the Decision-Making Room (DMR) and trend from class to class.
• Work with teachers and DC’s to develop most effective study habits.
• Create study time during chosen classes or after school during help day/study hall.
• Assist students during class (based on student and classroom).
CT After-School Program with Athletics/Performing Arts
• Basketball Clinics
• Contemporary Dance; Hip Hop and traditional
• Music
CT continues to collaborate with Wiley H. Bates Middle School to host an after-school program
geared towards students between the ages of 11 and 14 in grades six (6) through eight (8). The
program hosts a boys and a girls mentoring group separately with weekly combination meetings.
The schedule for daily operations follows:
3:30-4-15 Homework session.
4:15-4:30 Snack break
4:30-5:15 Character Development
5:20-6:15 Athletes/Performing Arts/Music
6:20 Drop off
CT Summer Teen Camp
• Basketball Clinics, CT Ballers County Basketball League Team
• Dance Instruction
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4.0 Performance Measurement
The program evaluation method should resemble a more participatory approach with a couple of
elements, e.g., logic model, to place more emphasis on the participants. Metrics that will be used
to track program success will be extracted from existing databases, e.g., the county school
system, and other systems. Metrics include, but are not limited to, the following points:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Rise in Grade Point Averages
Grades per class
Reading and math levels
Number of referrals
Time away from class
Trend from class to class
Behavior issues reported
Increases in the number of honor roll students
Decreases in the unemployment rate
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4.1

Balanced Score Card (BSC)
Perspective

Objective

#1 Customer

• Ensuring safe spaces providing
challenging opportunities for economic
growth and leadership development.

#2 Financial

• Use assets and resources efficiently,
• maintain low administrative costs.

#3 Internal Process

• Implement systems that ensure that high
quality standards are met for
performance measurement and program
evaluation inclusive of timely reporting
content and tracking of data and
deliverables.
• Qualified personnel capable of
delivering services to youth and their
families
• Knowledgeable in safety and crisis
communication and response
• Customers feel and are safe with staff
• Training on performance-based program
evaluation.

#4 Learning

Measure

Target Value

• Improvements in communication,
speaking up, sharing
• Number of repeat participants
• Growth in number of participants,
• Number of jobs/internships created and
filled
• Sustainability, longevity of company and
program lifecycles
•
• Check for low current/working capital
ratio,
• increase in revenue,
achievement of fundraising goals

• Employ at least two (2) youth or youth
volunteers on all CT programs
• 85% participant retention per program
• Two or more repeat participants from
different families

• Annual internal process reviews

• Less than seven (7) substantive negative
findings per year

• Bi-annual independent external program
evaluations
• Annual training completed on safety and
crisis communication and response
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• Current/Working Capital Ratio is lower
than or equal to one (1).
• Gross annual revenue of $1.5M within
the first five years.
• Achieve level within 10% of fundraising
goal.

• 95% of employees and volunteers as a
whole complete annual training on
safety and crisis communication and
response.

5.0 CT Marketing
A competitive strategy of differentiation will be employed highlighting CT’s unique caring and
ability to relate to different populations affected by the same issues.
Media Outlets:
• Social media – Facebook serves as a primary outlet
• Networks--School Principals, organization and event leaders with similar missions, goals
• Website
• Mobile communication: text, voice calls

6.0 CT Operations
Internal operations:
• Structure
• Communications Plan
• Human Capital Management, Training and Development

7.0 Funding Goals and Staffing
CT is in the process of transitioning from startup into year one plans to expand program
operations and staff within the next five years from three part-time youth staff with a projected
operating budget of $253,000 to a budget of approximately $873,000. The expansion includes
major costs as anticipated for the estimated one million-dollar ($1M) acquisition of a 5,000
square foot facility and competitive salaries increasing to attract top talent, long-term, in the area
of human capital to mitigate risk and administrative costs.
Currently, CT benefits from the volunteer services of top talent, experienced President and Chief
Executive Officer (CEO), Kenneth Starkes, who leads the CT charge. Mr. Starkes has at least
three decades of experience in leadership roles and success stories with mentoring youth and
coaching youth and adults both male and female teams in athletics. Starkes was introduced to
corporate culture early in his career while working with a major U.S. defense contractor,
followed by a career in television prior to his recent assignments with the Anne Arundel County
Public Schools (AACPS). The CT CEO journey of navigating the county school system makes
him no stranger to the necessity of working with local and federal government stakeholders.
CT is a nonprofit tax-exempt corporation under Section 501(c)(3) of U.S. Code Title 26, the
Internal Revenue Code. The CT Team understands that the role of caring and sustainability of
the organization requires compliance with regulatory guidelines in the daily operations and
governance of the organization.
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7.1

Projected Operating Budget

CT’s projected operating budget for the first five years is between $253,000 and $873,000. The
first full year, Year 1, includes a partial staff and minimal costs. Generally, the costs increase by
an inflation factor of approximately three percent (3%). Over the five-year period, estimated
salaries account for 39% of the budget.
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Organizational Structure (Year 1)
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CT looks forward to serving the Annapolis, Anne Arundel County and surrounding area
community efforts to improve the quality of life for youth and their families. Future efforts will
tackle unemployment with community transportation, job and career development programs.
We are confident that we can use the challenges ahead as stepping stones while standing ready to
partner with individuals and organizations that share similar goals and objectives.
Thank you for joining us in caring and realizing the possibilities of our youth and local
communities far beyond this season.
If you would like additional information about CT, please contact Kenneth Starkes by email at
kenneth_starkes@community-transitions.com or by telephone at (410)443-2244.
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